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The Influence of the Tempo of Playing  
on the Rhythmic Structure Studied at Pianist’s
Playing Scales‘
CH. WAGNER
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Arbeitsphysiologie (Director: Prof. D. W. Li'JBaERs),
Dortmund

Among the technical abilities necessary for piano playing there is one
of great importance: that is to play quickly and with rhythmical precision.
That does not mean that I want to reduce the pianist’s art to this ability.
Considering, however, the literature of etudes of the last 200 years, we
notice that almost all the exercise material is devoted to this aim: to re-
produce at a quick tempo and in a precise rhythm scales, thirds, arpeggios
etc., which are noted in equal note values.
i Practice knows quite a number of different methods of acquiring this
ability. The most widespread method is that of beginning a piece at an
extremely slow tempo, about 2 or fewer strokes per second and; to "ac-
celerate the tempo by very small degrees through weeks ‘or mont'hs.“Oc-
casionally, however, the opposite opinion is sustained: Playing quickly is
said to be something fundamentally different from playing slowly and,
therefore, hardly to be acquired by slow previous exercises. In view of
this difference of opinions we studied the problem of how the tempo of
playing influences its rhythmic structure with someone who is master of the
instrument - the professional pianist.

Method ,

The characteristic features of the piano cause the rhythmical structure ofithe
playing -— disregarding the rests in the musical text - to depend on the time intervals
between the beginnings of successive notes. Using electric impulses, we can record
these intervals by marking the moment of the hammer touching the string, recording
the sequences of impulses and measuring the time intervals between the impulses. The

1 This study was supported by the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk.
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measurement error of our experimental arrangement including the Bechstein piano
used is in the i 1 msec range.

The test consisted in playing with the right hand a C major scale over two
octaves by using the usual finger set: 1 2 3 1 2 3 4. The 8 tempo graduations
were 2.0, 3.1, 4.0, 6.1, 8.0, 10.1, 12.3, and 13.9 strokes per second, each marked by a
metronome in advance of each new exercise. At the end of the 8th exercise the subject
was allowed to choose an even faster tempo, without this being marked beforehand.

The group of 11 subjects - the series is being continued - consisted of 5 male
and 6 female pianists aged between 19 and 55, partly pianists who have practically
proved their technical ability in concert and radio performances and by gramophone
records, partly students of a Music Academy at the stage of concert maturity.

Results

As a measure of the rhythmical precision we chose the deviation of the
single intervals from the average interval duration. The first and final in-
tervals were excluded because they were often prolonged. The results can
be summed up as shown in figure 1. In spite of the differences of subjects
as regards age, sex and pianistic experience, to which may be added dif-
ferent anatomical-physiological conditions, their performances of this
model taskshow equal responses on essential points: the optimum low
scatter (iv 6-S9, msec) in the medium tempo range and almost symmetrically
increasing deviations in the direction of slow as well as of quick playing.
The difference in limit frequencies attained by the different players is
noticeable. It appears, however, that highly trained pianists playing scales
generally attain values of 13-14/sec, although with an individually very
different deviation range of the single intervals. With this frequency of
strokes the tempo specifications of musical literature may be realized in
most cases. . '

Discussion

Practically more important than the investigation of the limit of the
frequency of strokes is the one studying the conditions under which an
increase in the frequency of strokes is attained up to that stage which is re-
quired even in music not expressly meant for virtuosos. Already the high
deviation rates at slow playing (fig. 1) make it doubtful whether slow
previous exercises promote the attainment of a high playing speed. Only
when we analyze the single values in their temporal sequence can we see
the fundamental difference between periodical finger movements at a slow
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Fig. 1. Playing of C major scales on the piano; rhythmical precision as a func-
tion of the tempo of playing.

and those at a fast speed. The performance of quick passages cannot be
realized without extensive automation of at least partial processes of
movement. Former investigations [WAGNER, 1968] had shown that the
repetition of tone sequences leads to time-interval patterns. These have
to be regarded as an expression of this very automation and their degree
depends on the level of training. It is evident that the tempo of playing
has an important influence on the forming of such automatism. In fig-
ure 2 one of the 11 cases demonstrates what as a rule was found in all:
Whereas at a slow playing (fig. 2, top) the 3 passages do not resemble
each other very much, they show a relatively high degree of conformity
in the two other passages (fig. 2, middle and bottom). This result is
the more astonishing as the sequence of the time intervals, different
from the preceding test tasks, is considerably longer and the changing of
fingers is much more complicated. One gains the impression that with the
first performance a (motor program is stored which as a whole remains dis-
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posable for some time. It seems, however, that for the formation of such a
program a certain minimum performance speed is required. With regard
to the problem of motor learning it would be of great importance to know
what extent such movementprograms can have, how exactly and for what
duration they are fixed, if there is a certain critical speed which promotes
the automation of larger movement units and which is valid not only for a
special motor task but generally, and finally what individual differences
exist in this field. We will examine these questions in further investigations.
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